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Abstract—Some newly emerging physical-layer cooperative communication techniques (e.g. physical-layer network coding
(PNC), interference alignment, and virtual multiple-input multiple-output (VMIMO) scheme) provide high spectral efficiency
and have attracted much attention. To implement these physical-layer techniques, the support from appropriate upper-layer
mechanisms is required. This article takes PNC as an example to show how an upper layer mechanism can work appropriately
to support PNC in a multi-hop network. We present a media access control (MAC) centric cross-layer collaboration mechanism
for PNC, aiming at scheduling different relaying methods adaptively and allocating the correspondingly needed resources (e.g.
transmission powers and channels) efficiently. Our numerical results affirm the efficiency of this mechanism, highlighting the
importance of cross-layer collaboration for the implementation of physical-layer cooperative communication techniques.

INTRODUCTION
In wireless communications, unreliable radio channel
conditions and limited wireless spectrum resources have
become the bottleneck for high-speed data transmission.
Cooperative communication has been considered as one of
the most effective solutions to this growing and serious
problem, where each node shares its hardware, processing,
and energy resources to help each other in information
delivery. The cooperative relaying technique extends the
network coverage and increases its capacity, and has been
standardized in the Third Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE)-Advanced and IEEE
802.16m.
The cooperation among nodes has been applied in both
physical and higher layers. Particularly, some new physicallayer techniques, such as physical-layer network coding
(PNC), interference alignment, and virtual multiple-input
multiple-output (VMIMO) scheme, have attracted great
interest and are considered as promising techniques for
cooperative communications. However, the cooperation
gain from any physical layer technique is closely related to
the application scenario, network topology, traffic patterns,
scheduling strategies, etc. The system performance cannot
be improved if resources (e.g. channels and transmission
powers) are assigned improperly by the upper layers.
Therefore, multiple layers (including physical, media access
control (MAC), and network layers) should be coupled in
an optimization framework to support these physical-layer
techniques. For a simple form of cooperative
communications, there exist at least two senders and each
of them is equipped with at least one antenna. PNC with
two data flows just satisfies the minimum requirements.
Therefore, we take it as an example to present how different
layers collaborate to adaptively utilize cooperative
communications in wireless multi-hop networks.
As a popular cooperative communication technique,
network coding allows relay nodes to combine their
received packets from independent traffic flows and then
forward the combinations to neighbors, instead of

forwarding each packet individually. This leads to fewer
transmissions, and thus potentially improves spectrum
utilization and network throughput. PNC further boosts
channel capacity by utilizing the superposition of
electromagnetic waves in the physical layer [1].
To make PNC applicable in practical systems, efforts on
developing upper-layer mechanisms for PNC have been
made. A PNC-based energy efficient routing scheme was
recently proposed in [2], where each node is able to
intelligently decide whether it should use PNC or point-topoint transmission to the next hop in order to minimize
power consumption. A basic MAC protocol for simple
topologies using PNC was proposed in [3], which was
implemented on a software-defined radio prototype. In that
protocol, a tail, which contains the same information as the
header, is added to the packet, so that the header
information can be successfully decoded from the nonsuperposed part of the superposed packet. A theoretical
MAC protocol for PNC using the abstract MAC layer
specification was proposed in [4]. In [5], a distributed MAC
protocol for PNC (named PNC-MAC), which is regarded as
an extension to the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, was
developed. PNC-MAC is applicable for PNC with
bidirectional flows and without transmission rate and power
adaptation. The basic idea of PNC-MAC is to encourage
instructive interference which can be used for PNC and, at
the same time, avoid destructive interference that may result
in packet losses. Nodes randomly access the channel as in
the conventional IEEE 802.11 MAC. When there is an
opportunity to perform PNC, PNC-MAC coordinates the
source nodes to transmit simultaneously. In the cases where
PNC is not applicable, PNC-MAC automatically switches
back to conventional network coding (CNC) or other
conventional relaying schemes, such as plain routing (PR).
The performance gains shown in the abovementioned work
are mainly from either theoretical analysis or preliminary
experiments, and many complicated application scenarios
have not been considered. The cross-layer collaboration of
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physical, MAC, and network layers should be more
efficient and more adaptive to varying environments in the
real world.
The necessity of such collaboration is not difficult to
understand; however, some new technical challenges arise
in the context of general multi-hop networks. This is
particularly true when cooperative communications among
nodes are expected to support multiple relaying methods
(e.g. PNC, CNC, and PR), multiple traffic patterns (e.g.
unidirectional and bidirectional) and multiple data rates
with suitable transmission powers. In this article, we
address these new challenges by introducing a MAC-centric
cross-layer collaboration mechanism for PNC, which
encompasses signal superposition, scheduling, and data
flow routing. The mechanism for PNC lays a foundation
for other physical-layer communication techniques that
need to coordinate multiple transmitters and work
cooperatively with other protocol layers.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. We first
discuss the issues that should be considered during the
design of the cross-layer collaboration mechanism for PNC.
We then present a general cross-layer protocol architecture
and identify the main components and their collaboration in
between. Afterwards, the PNC-based packet exchange
procedure is described in details, and we evaluate the
performance of the cross-layer collaboration mechanism.
Finally, we conclude this article and outline directions for
future work.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The main task of the MAC-centric cross-layer collaboration
mechanism is to improve cooperative communication
performance between nodes via appropriate relaying
operation and adaptive resource management. Since PNC
has more stringent compatibility requirements than CNC
and PR, the questions on whether, where, when, and how to
utilize PNC so that it is beneficial for the network
performance have to be considered in the cross-layer
mechanism design. The specific issues are described next.

(a)

PNC with bidirectional flows.

(b) PNC with “Y” flow pattern.

(c) PNC with "X" flow pattern.
Fig. 1. PNC based on three typical topologies. The number in the brackets
indicates the transmission timeslot. The variables s1 and s2 represent source
nodes, d1 and d2 represent destination nodes, and r represents a relay node.

Multiple Traffic Patterns
The opportunity of performing network coding is partly
restricted by the traffic pattern; more specifically, the
direction of the actual data flows.
In the case where PNC is performed for bidirectional
flows (as shown in Fig. 1(a)), each source is also the
destination of the other source. In the first timeslot, the
source nodes transmit their packets simultaneously to the
relay, which is called as multiple access (MA) phase. In the
second timeslot, the superposed signal is mapped into a new
symbol sequence as an encoded packet, and the new symbol
sequence is forwarded to the destinations over a broadcast
channel, which is called as broadcast (BC) phase. Thus, the
destination can decode the intended packet from the
encoded packet using the copy of its previously transmitted
packet.
When using PNC with unidirectional flows, one source
node and the destination node of the other source node do
not overlap, hence the packet from the source node should
be overheard by its neighboring destination node in order to
decode the encoded symbols. The “Y” and “X” flow
patterns as shown in Fig. 1 (b) and (c) are two typical
examples with unidirectional flows, where the two flows
are s1 → r → d1 and s2 → r → d2. In fact, the “X” flow pattern
in Fig. 1(c) can also cover the other two patterns by
assuming that virtual overhearing links with infinite channel
gains exist. Therefore, the following descriptions on the
cross-layer collaboration mechanism mainly focus on the
“X” traffic pattern.
According to the traffic pattern sensed at the network
layer, the cross-layer collaboration mechanism should be
able to preliminarily judge whether it is possible to perform
PNC or CNC, and coordinate the transmissions of the
involved nodes.
Multiple Data Delivery Methods
PNC is not always possible to perform, or it may not be the
best relaying method. Compared with CNC, PNC may
suffer from high bit-error-rate (BER) due to unavoidable
self-interference at d1 and d2 or non-ideal signal
superposition at r. Moreover, when overhearing links are in
low quality, any type of network coding (including PNC
and CNC) may bring a smaller throughput than PR. Even if
all the channel states are good enough, the relay may
assume some source nodes have packets to send but they
actually do not, due to obsolete information which might be
caused by packet loss. Therefore, the cross-layer
collaboration mechanism should be able to support other
relaying methods (i.e. CNC and PR) besides PNC, and
determine the best available relaying method for each relay
according to the actual channel conditions measured at the
physical layer and traffic patterns obtained at the network
layer.
Coordination and Collision
As shown in Fig. 1(c), the signals sent from s1 and s2 need
to be respectively overheard by d2 and d1, a superposed
signal needs to be received by the relay r, and the encoded
packet should be correctly decoded by d1 and d2. Hence, the
MAC protocol needs to ensure that there is no interference
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in the neighborhood of d1, d2, and r, and an appropriate
collision avoidance mechanism is necessary. Even if
external interference is avoided, the signals sent
simultaneously by source nodes (s1 and s2) may interfere
with the overheard signals at destination nodes (d2 and d1,
respectively). Therefore, coordination between nodes
should be guided by the MAC protocol to avoid external
collisions; and meanwhile, transmission powers should be
adjusted adaptively in the physical layer to minimize the
internal interference.
Exceptional Cases
Because at least three nodes are simultaneously involved in
the PNC process, packet loss happens more frequently than
in other relaying methods. For the exceptional cases that
PNC cannot be performed as expected, some special
treatments need to be taken. The treatments, such as
abnormality judgment, relaying method switching, and
network allocation vector (NAV) resetting, may be
triggered in the MAC layer and completed in cooperation
with its neighboring layers. Furthermore, these treatments
should be conducted timely and correctly.
Transmission Rate and Power Adaptation
Since channel qualities vary with node location and
wireless environment, it would be beneficial if the data rate
can be adapted based on channel quality. Meanwhile, the
transmission powers of nodes need to be adjusted in order
to reduce the interference caused to other nodes.
Transmission power adaptation is particularly important in
the MA phase of PNC with overhearing, where the two
simultaneously transmitting source nodes interfere with
each other at the destination nodes. Higher transmission
power of one source node, e.g. s1, means stronger
interference at the other source node’s listener d1, who
needs to overhear the signal from s2.
Thus, a distributed MAC protocol that supports rateadaptive cooperative transmissions (including PNC, CNC,
and PR) is needed [6]. Optimizing transmission powers and
data rates within a single hop is not enough. More efforts
are needed to develop optimization schemes for situations
involving more than one hop, even the whole network.

taken as the final relaying method depends on how much
throughput it can bring. The relaying method selection
module in the MAC layer predicts the throughputs that can
be achieved by different relaying method candidates under
the current channel conditions, and it selects the relaying
method that provides the maximum throughput.
In the relaying method selection process, control
information is exchanged between nodes to provide channel
quality information. Additionally, the control information
exchange assists synchronization and transmission power
and rate adaptation in the physical layer.
After deciding the relaying method and the
corresponding transmission powers of the involved nodes,
the relay node informs the source nodes to transmit data.
The MAC protocol coordinates the transmission and assigns
the channel resources properly.
When the selected relaying method cannot be performed
successfully due to unexpected events (such as channel
estimation error, outdated traffic information, etc.), the
exception handling module has to react timely and
efficiently. One common method is to switch to another
relaying method that is capable of completing the
transmission task [7].

PNC-SUPPORTED CROSS-LAYER PROTOCOL
ARCHITECTURE
To meet the abovementioned requirements, we introduce a
cross-layer protocol architecture, as shown in Fig. 2. By
cooperating with the physical and network layers, the MAC
layer supports relaying method selection, data information
exchange, and exception handling.
In multi-hop wireless networks, an available relaying
method needs to be selected when two nodes cannot
communicate with each other directly. In our architecture,
the most appropriate relaying method among PR and
coding-based relaying methods (including CNC and PNC)
is selected, subject to additional constraints such as channel
conditions, traffic patterns, QoS requirements, etc. A coding
opportunity can be sensed based on network connectivity
information in the network layer and queuing information
in the MAC layer. Whether the sensed coding opportunity is

Fig. 2 PNC-supported cross-layer protocol architecture.

PACKET EXCHANGE PROCESS IN PNC-SUPPORTED
MAC LAYER
In this section, we briefly describe how the MAC layer
works together with its neighboring layers to support PNC
adaptively by modifying the traditional request-tosend/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) based IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol. Readers can refer to [5] and [8] for more details
regarding how to perform frame and signal control in MAC
protocols. Fig. 3 presents the standard timing diagram of the
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Fig. 3. Standard timing diagram of packet exchange in PNC-supported MAC. The dashed area indicates that the corresponding parts of NAV are set
initially but removed after receiving a subsequent packet from the same node.

packet exchange process. Let TSIFS be the short inter-frame
space (SIFS) as in the IEEE 802.11 standard [8]. Let LPHY-Hd
and LMAC-Hd be the length of physical-layer header and
MAC-layer header, respectively. The transmission rate of
the data packet sent by s1 is defined as R(s1). An underlying
routing protocol is assumed, where the network topology
within the two-hop range of each node can be sensed. Each
node notifies its queue status to its neighboring nodes by
adding a few bytes of control information to the data and
acknowledgement (ACK) frames.

PNC, and deciding the optimal transmission rate and power
for PNC.
The PNC request can be initiated in two ways, as shown
in Fig. 3. Either, the relay r broadcasts a RTS-PNC frame to
the neighboring nodes that will be involved in the future
PNC process; or, one of the source nodes send a RTS frame
to initiate data transmission and the relay r responds by
sending a RTS-PNC frame instead of a CTS frame. The
nodes that are involved in the PNC operation and receive
the RTS-PNC frame will separately send their CTS frames
to the relay r. For simplicity, the RTS-PNC and CTS frames
Sensing PNC Opportunities
are sent at the lowest transmission rate, because they are
Since multiple relaying methods are supported, each node usually much shorter than data frames and optimizing their
needs to judge whether PNC is possible under the current transmission rates may not bring much performance gain.
network condition. To sense PNC opportunities, each node
The feasibility of PNC is further judged by the relay
needs to keep some information regarding the packets that according to the number of received CTS frames, as well as
will be forwarded by itself and a list of its neighbors’ the status of the involved nodes and channel conditions
neighbors. The information of packets to be forwarded is which are carried by the CTS frames. A CTS frame is
recorded in virtual queues [5]. Take the relay r as an called valid when it tells that either the corresponding
example, each element in its virtual queue has four fields: 1) source node indeed has packets to send or the
previous hop, i.e. the source node that currently holds the corresponding destination node can successfully overhear.
packet; 2) next hop, i.e. the destination node to which the If the number of valid CTS frames received by the relay r is
packet will be forwarded by the relay r; 3) length of the equal to the number of nodes involved in the possible PNC
packet; 4) holding time, i.e. the time for which the packet opportunity, the PNC opportunity is assured.
has remained in the previous hop. If a first-come, firstHowever, PNC may not be the best relaying method
served (FCFS) scheduling policy is used, a PNC under the current channel conditions. Therefore, whether to
opportunity exists when the next hop of one element is perform PNC needs to be further judged according to
either the previous hop or the neighboring node of the throughput analysis. Some factors, such as transmission
previous hop of another element in the virtual queue, and power, BER, channel conditions, modulation level, etc., are
vice versa. The existence of PNC opportunity does not all or partly considered during throughput analysis
imply that PNC will be used as the final relaying method, according to application requirements. From this analysis,
because it may not be the best choice among all the the optimal data rates and transmission powers for each
available relaying methods. It is also possible that PNC is available relaying method can also be obtained. Finally, the
found to be infeasible in the subsequent procedures, which relaying method that is predicted to provide highest
will be described later.
throughput is selected.
In the above process, two main types of exceptions exist:
Preparing for PNC
1) the number of valid CTS frames received by r is less
When PNC opportunity is sensed, we first assume that PNC than expected; 2) PNC is not selected as the relaying
is used as the relaying method, and perform some method after throughput analysis. In both cases, other
preparations. These preparations include initiating a PNC relaying methods (i.e. CNC or PR) will be performed for
request, further judging the feasibility and optimality of data exchange.
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Data Exchange
Data packets are exchanged with the optimal rate and power,
and receptions are acknowledged by the receiving nodes.
The details of the process are described next.
A coordination (CO-PNC) frame is broadcasted by r to
coordinate packet transmissions of s1 and s2, which contains
information regarding whether PNC should be adopted and
the transmission rates and powers that should be used by s1,
s2, and r.
When CO-PNC is successfully received and PNC is
adopted, s1 transmits its data frame at data rate R(s1) after
TSIFS, and s2 starts its transmission after 2TSIFS + (LPHY-Hd +
LMAC-Hd)/R(s1) and transmits in a bit-reversed order, which
means that s2 sends the tail of its data frame at first and the
header at last. The node holding the shorter packet sends
first, and the two packets are transmitted at the same rate.
As a result, a time difference between the two data frames
ensures that r can successfully decode the headers of both
packets sent by the source nodes [5]. If a destination has to
overhear packets, it is set to the promiscuous mode after
receiving the CO-PNC frame. After successful overhearing,
this destination node switches back to the normal mode.
Relay r receives a partly superposed signal sent by s1 and
s2, and broadcasts the resulting partly coded packet to the
destinations d1 and d2. Then, each destination node attempts
to decode the coded packet by using the copy of its
overheard/own packet. If the intended packet is extracted
from the coded packet by the destination, an ACK frame is
responded to r. After receiving the ACK frames from the
destination nodes, an ACK-PNC frame is broadcasted to the
sources s1 and s2 by r to finish this PNC round.
If PNC is not selected as the relaying method, data
exchange is performed with CNC or PR. When RTS-PNC
has been sent for the current transmission round but PNC is
not appropriate to use according to later judgments, the data
exchange stage of the timing diagram in Fig. 3 is modified
to accommodate CNC or PR [7]. Otherwise, when RTSPNC has not been sent and CNC or PR is selected directly,
the reliable broadcasting method as proposed in [9] is used
for CNC and the conventional IEEE 802.11 MAC is used
for PR.
NAV Setting and Updating
The length of the NAV is carried in the duration field of
each frame and used to reserve channel. When nodes other
than s1, s2, d1, d2 and r receive the frames sent during the
packet exchange process, they update their NAV timers and
remain silent until the time specified by the NAV timers
expire. Different NAV length carried by different frames is
shown in Fig. 3.
Before the relaying method and transmission rates are
decided (i.e. in the stage of preparing for PNC), the NAVs
of the CTS frames are temporarily set as the case where the
PR relaying method is used and all transmissions are at the
lowest rate, to guarantee that the temporary NAVs are not
shorter than the time of the whole transmission process.
In the data exchange stage, based on the selected
relaying method and transmission rates, the NAV length in
the CO-PNC frame is set to precisely cover the remaining
time used for data exchange. Generally, the NAV length

will be shorter than that in the CTS frame.
In conventional MAC protocols, one node updates its
own NAV timer when the NAV length specified by the
received frame is larger than the current NAV setting.
However, we cannot update the NAV setting in the same
way for our PNC-supported MAC protocol discussed in this
article because the NAV length may need to be reduced. To
resolve this problem, each node maintains a NAV table,
which is indexed by node address. Each entry in the NAV
table is an individual timer representing the corresponding
node. Every time when receiving a new packet, the
corresponding entry in NAV table at the receiving node is
updated with the latest NAV setting from the sender (no
matter whether it increases or decreases the NAV length).
The node does not transmit until all NAV timers in the table
expire. Recall that the source and destination nodes initially
set the NAV length to the largest possible value in their
CTS frames. These can be shortened subsequently in data
frames and ACK frames, where the NAV lengths are set
precisely to the time needed for transmission. This is
possible because the relaying method has been determined
at this point. When using PNC, the headers of the partly
superposed data frame can be separately decoded, hence s1
and s2 can specify their NAV lengths individually.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the cross-layer collaboration
mechanism is evaluated on our discrete-event simulator
which has detailed physical-layer modeling and supports all
the operations in the physical, MAC, and network layers.
The simulator is developed jointly with MATLAB and C.
We consider the following mechanisms in the simulations: 1)
supporting three relaying methods (including PNC, CNC,
and PR) with constant transmission powers and data rates
(named as PNC-CNC-PR-const); 2) supporting three
relaying methods (including PNC, CNC, and PR) with
adaptive transmission powers and data rates (named as
PNC-CNC-PR-adapt); 3) supporting two relaying methods
(including CNC and PR) with constant transmission powers
and data rates (named as CNC-PR-const); 4) supporting two
relaying methods (including CNC and PR) with adaptive
transmission powers and data rates (named as CNC-PRadapt); 5) only supporting PR with constant transmission
powers and data rates (named as PR-const); 6) only
supporting PR with adaptive transmission powers and data
rates (named as PR-adapt). The rate and power adaptation
method developed in [10] is used. A random topology is
considered, where 14 random flows exist among 20 nodes
that are randomly distributed in an 800×800 m2 area.
The throughput performances of these mechanisms are
shown in Fig. 4. We can observe that the PNC-CNC-PRadapt mechanism outperforms other mechanisms. It implies
that the PNC-oriented cross-layer collaboration mechanism
can significantly improve throughput via adaptive
transmission and resource allocation based on traffic pattern
and network conditions. We can also observe that the PNCCNC-PR-const mechanism performs better than other
mechanisms that also have constant powers and rates. It
demonstrates that PNC can improve throughput, especially
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with the efficient collaboration between physical layer and
upper layers. We can also find that the CNC-PR-adapt
mechanism has the lowest throughput among all the
mechanisms with rate and power adaption, which is caused
by unnecessary overhead for coding opportunity sensing
[9].
The end-to-end delay performances of these mechanisms
are shown in Fig. 5. We can observe that the end-to-end
delays of the PNC-supported mechanisms are similar as or
slightly higher than those of the PNC-excluded
mechanisms. The reason is that unsuccessful PNC
operations due to contentions at bottleneck nodes cause
relaying method switching at the cost of delay. However,
when we compare PNC-CNC-PR-adapt with PR-adapt, the
throughput gain is much higher than the delay increases. We
can therefore still conclude that PNC with adaptive rate and
power control is beneficial, particularly for throughputdemanding applications, such as file transfer.
In summary, the performance gain in terms of delay
using PNC-CNC-PR-adapt is much better than those of
most other methods, while the throughput gain is
definitely the best when PNC-CNC-PR-adapt is adopted
100

implementation of these techniques, in this article, we have
taken PNC as an example and presented a MAC-centric
cross-layer collaboration mechanism for PNC. By
leveraging cross-layer coupling, the information collected
from different layers is synthesized to help wireless nodes
to coordinate efficiently and adaptively. The idea of crosslayer collaboration for PNC presented in this article can be
applied to other similar physical-layer techniques and has
the potential to advance the development of cooperative
communications.
In future research, information and requirements in
upper layers (e.g. application layer) should be considered to
deepen the cooperation between nodes. Especially, crosslayer information exchange between the bottom three layers
and the application layer should be reinforced so that users’
preferences collected in the application layer can timely
help the bottom three layers to optimize the cooperation via
reasonable resource assignment and appropriate utilization
of physical-layer techniques. Additionally, the tradeoff
between performance and complexity in the cross-layer
collaboration mechanism design for emerging physicallayer techniques should be considered. Efforts should be
made to reach the design goal effectively by a simple way
with low signaling overhead.
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